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https://baltimoretraces.umbc.edu/
Baltimore Traces: Communities in 
Transition(2015-present) is a 
project-based interdisciplinary 
teaching initiative, bringing faculty, 
students, and community members 
together for cultural documentation 
projects (zines, podcasts, and short 
films) where we listen to those who 
live and work in Baltimore 
neighborhoods.The research focuses 
on how people feel about change. 

https://baltimoretraces.umbc.edu/
https://baltimoretraces.umbc.edu/


Podcasts on public radio  & Zines on public markets



Why use zines?



A Journey Through Hollins

1. Research the history of the place.
a. Historical newspapers
b. Archives
c. Government Reports
d. Neighborhood data

2. Complete interviews.
3. Then… consider the best format to 

get this information to the public…
4. Free public event → archive on 

project website



Narrative Arc… past, present, and future



Story Map







A Walk Down West Baltimore Street

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1I4qYuAsqkixTxRVn5DQicqPCQ38Tkfnb9dPlzNRSIG8/edit?usp=sharing


Data in dialogue with a 
neighborhood...



Be flexible with your methods… but never your ethics

1. Oral history
2. Ethnography = participant observation + in-depth interviews
3. OTS = “on the street interviews” “scholarly reportage”
4. For podcasts LISTEN for quotes first… before transcription + coding
5. For zines CONFIRM information (management, developers, neighborhood data)
6. Always bring the information (transcripts, products) back to the subjects 
7. It is all public… but I don’t own it - constantly confirm consent
8. Reflect on how we use the human voice… the humanity of those not us

Ethics rule #1 = DO NO HARM



The ethics of the interview… “do no harm”

“The resources available to us for benign access to each other … are few but powerful: language, 
image, and experience … These two godlings, language and image, feed and form experience … [and] 
help us to pursue the human project – which is to remain human and to block dehumanization o  
others. … There are no strangers. There are only versions of ourselves, many of which we have not 
embraced, most of which we wish to protect ourselves from. For the stranger is not fore    
random; not alien but remembered; and it is the randomness of the encounter with our  
known – although unacknowledged – selves that summons a ripple of alarm.”

--Toni Morrison, “The Fisherwoman” 

Thanks to Magdalena Zaborowska for bringing this quote to my attention… read her American Quarterly article “Black Matters of 
Value: Archiving James Baldwin’s House as a Virtual Writer’s Museum” (September 2018)



Guide to Cultural Documentation...
The American Folklife Center at the

Library of Congress has a free pdf

(in English and Spanish) that provides 

the basics for any cultural documentation

Project → 

https://www.loc.gov/folklife/fieldwork/

https://www.loc.gov/folklife/fieldwork/


Thank you for listening.
nking@umbc.edu

mailto:nking@umbc.edu
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